Monte Carlo based ray tracing (MCBRT) is the foundation of simulating the transport of particles in an inhomogeneous medium, and arises in different applications such as global illumination in graphics rendering and dose calculation in radiation therapy. Due to the computation intensive nature of MCBRT, GPUs have been extensively adopted to accelerate it. However, memory bandwidth becomes a new bottleneck for GPU-based implementations due to the lack of data locality in the MCBRT random memory access patterns. To tackle this issue and consequently improve performance of MCBRT, we present a new locality enhancing method, called LE-MCBRT, on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. LE-MCBRT is based on task partitioning and scheduling, which enhances both the spatial and temporal data locality by organizing random rays into coherent groups. We also develop a CPU-GPU pipeline scheme to reduce the overhead in such ray organization process. To show the applicability of our LE-MCBRT method, we apply it to a dose calculation problem in radiation cancer treatment, achieving 6-8X speedup over the best-known GPU solutions on various clinical cases of radiation therapy.CCL11
INTRODUCTION
Monte Carlo based ray tracing (MCBRT) appears in various applications such as graphics rendering [11] , radiation dose calculation [34] , and neutron transport simulation [12] .
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. The goal of ray tracing in these applications is to compute the intersection points between the particles and geometric objects, or to calculate the interactive impacts (e.g., energy diffusion) of the particles to the surrounding medium areas based on their transport lengths. In MCBRT, massive numbers of stochastically generated rays are traversed along their trajectories in a 3D scene.
MCBRT mimics the physical behaviors to obtain highly accurate results for particle transport simulations. In contrast to deterministic methods, which commonly use discrete models to approximate the physical transport of particles, MCBRT methods model particle transport in a virtually continuous space by stochastically sampling and tracing massive numbers of particles. Hence, MCBRT is often considered to be able to faithfully capture the real physical interaction processes [16] . For example, in radiation treatment planning, Monte Carlo (MC) dose calculation methods using MCBRT are viewed as the most accurate approach and used to evaluate the quality of deterministic dose calculation methods [14] . But, achieving high accuracy using MCBRT often requires to process a huge number of randomly generated rays. For instance, in MC dose calculation, millions of particles (i.e., primary rays) are typically sampled from the radiation source, while each primary ray also generates hundreds to thousands of secondary rays at each interaction point to simulate the transport of radiation energy in the patient body. Thus, MCBRT is extremely computationally intensive, and is usually too slow to be used for real-time applications. In daily clinic planning of radiation therapy, the performance of dose calculation plays a central role and dictates the entire radiation treatment process, ranging from pre-treatment planning to post-treatment verification. Despite vast efforts on accelerating MC dose calculation, the current full dose engines using MCBRT can still take several hours for processing, which prevents such a "gold standard" method from being applied to routine clinical scenarios [19] .
Recent advances in GPU architecture present new opportunities to speed up MCBRT methods. Since the rays are independent of each other, it is a conventional wisdom that MCBRT is extremely parallelization-friendly by using different computation units to handle different rays concurrently. Also, since GPUs typically work with CPUs asynchronously in CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems, it is intuitive to utilize both CPU and GPU cores to process as many rays as possible in parallel. Due to the difference in computation power (i.e., GFLOPS) of CPU and GPU, it is common to find an MCBRT application running hundreds of times faster on GPU than on CPU. By Amdahl's law, straightforward partition of MCBRT on a CPU-GPU heterogeneous platform would only slightly improve the performance than on GPU alone (e.g., within 10% [19] ).
It is well known that the performance of MCBRT implementations on GPUs is bounded by the memory bandwidth, since the inherent randomness in MCBRT presents a unique challenge to achieving high efficiency. Because many GPU cores compete with one another for accesses to the external memory, memory efficiency on GPUs is much more important to performance than on CPUs. For example, in NVIDIA's Kepler GPU architecture, since the latency of an off-chip memory transaction is 400-600 times longer than the average time of computation instructions, the GPU computation power will be wasted if each memory access needs to go through the external memory interface. The main cause of the memory bandwidth bottleneck in MCBRT is the lack of spatial and temporal data locality in its random memory access patterns, which leads to several memory efficiency issues such as un-coalesced transactions and cache thrashing.
Lots of work attempted to improve data locality for irregular memory access applications on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems, e.g., packet ray sorting [31] , coherency grouping [35] , data reorganization [28] , and thread remapping [32] . But, none of them was specifically designed for MCBRT in particle transport simulations. There is also no previous work on enhancing temporal locality for random memory requests generated at different times.
In this paper, we propose a new locality enhancing MCBRT method, called LE-MCBRT, to exploit both the spatial and temporal data locality for efficient memory accesses on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. We improve data locality with LE-MCBRT by using several task partitioning and scheduling mechanisms during the parallel processing of massive stochastic ray tracing. With this objective, we develop and adopt a set of schemes, including spatial partitioning, coherent ray grouping, grouped ray tracing scheduling, writingefficient data transformation, and a CPU-GPU pipeline. Compared with existing techniques, we offer the following unique contributions:
(1) A systematic approach to reduce the penalty of random and irregular patterns for an important application. We show data locality could be effectively improved without losing computational accuracy;
(2) A novel way of exploring CPU-GPU systems. Instead of using CPU and GPU as same resource of data parallelism, we decouple the computational tasks so that different processors can work with their most efficient operations (e.g., scatter writing for CPU and coalesced writing for GPU); (3) An analysis of extending our methods to other applications having similar issues of randomness and irregularity.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our new approach, we apply LE-MCBRT to the Monte Carlo Convolution Superposition (MCCS) dose calculation approach [29] for radiation cancer treatment on a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system. Experiments are conducted using radiation therapy cases, including water phantoms and clinical CT image sets for various cancer cases. The results show that LE-MCBRT can accelerate the MCCS computation by 6-8X on CPU-GPU comparing with the best known implementation on the same system [19, 38] . Besides the MCCS application, LE-MCBRT can also be extended to other applications, such as neutron transport simulations and graphics rendering.
RELATED WORK
In graphics rendering, MCBRT is used to synthesize photorealistic images of sophisticated scenes. Wald et al. [31] first proposed to use packet ray tracing to take advantage of SIMD architecture of CPUs. Garanzha et al. [5] then extended the ray sorting and packeting techniques to GPUs. However, incoherent rays in Monte Carlo based global illumination give rise to extremely low SIMD utilization. Some work [2, 20, 22] adopted ray reordering schemes to improve SIMD efficiency for incoherent ray tracing. Yang et al. [35] developed a CPU-GPU based data management scheme to exploit ray coherency by bucket sorting and dynamic traversal scheduling, in order to enhance the spatial locality. The Optix framework [24] adopts many acceleration techniques, including efficient implementations of BVH and kd-tree. However, the spatial and temporal data locality, as an important issue for MCBRT, is not explicitly addressed. Note that the memory access patterns of graphics ray tracing do not contain random writing, which is commonly found to be a big performance hurdle (e.g., writing conflicts) for other MCBRT applications such as radiation dose calculation.
GPU based MCBRT dose calculation is an active research topic. Many approaches [13, 15, 18, 39] were proposed to reduce execution divergence and improve memory access efficiency. For memory efficiency, Jia et al. [17] developed a data duplication method to eliminate writing conflicts. However, the data locality problem was not studied. All known GPU-based MC radiation dose calculation implementations suffer from memory efficiency issues, such as uncoalesced transactions and cache thrashing.
Particle-in-cell (PIC) is a widely used algorithm in plasma physics simulation, where the dynamic of the plasma constituents is computed using particle tracking and collision detection [4] . Due to the large scale of plasma simulation, the PIC algorithm is often executed in a cluster of GPUs. Several acceleration strategies [3, 4] were developed to overcome the problems of high latency to scale PIC to match such a cluster of GPUs, including domain decomposition (partitioning the space into tiles and sorting the particles by positions and directions) and simplification of depositing steps (computing the mean field of particle values). But, the efficiency issue of parallel memory transactions in individual GPU is not addressed, which can be a limiting factor for the performance of PIC running on GPU clusters.
Data locality enhancement is crucial for all memory intensive applications running on GPU. Several studies [27, 36] aimed to regularize data locality of dynamic irregular memory accesses, using run time or compile time data transformations. Zhang et al. [37] first used a CPU-GPU pipeline scheme to reorganize data and threads for efficient memory accesses and hide the reorganization overhead. Wu et al. [32] then proposed several heuristic methods to enhance the spatial locality by asynchronous operations and software-level scheduling. However, temporal data locality has received much less attention in these studies. The applications (e.g., molecular dynamics simulations and sparse matrix multiplication) in these studies have less irregularity and randomness in their memory accesses compared with MCBRT.
Several of our proposed techniques bear similarity to some existing methods in other applications, but we also provide unique improvement and extension for the MCBRT problem and CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. Specifically, our spatial partitioning in Section 4.2, different from the gridding idea [21] , coherently groups the massive number of random rays. Our conflict-free writing in Section 4.5, different from the two-phrase writing scheme in histogram calculation [7] , decouples the writing and uses CPU-GPU pipeline to further reduce the overhead. Our scheduling model presented in Section 4.4 is improved with fine-grained scheduling to address the limitation of parallelism at the start/end of each scheduling phase (see Section 6.1), which is a common issue for other "wavefront" models on GPU [23, 25] . Another related approach is tiling and overlapping [30] , which divides the scene into regions and extends each region's working space to partially overlap with the neighbors. However, this approach cannot handle long rays traversing through many regions, which need to be regrouped as discussed in Section 4.3 (otherwise, they are terminated incorrectly). One may extend the overlapping to further delay the regrouping, but that leads to considerable overhead in memory usage.
DATA LOCALITY ISSUES IN MCBRT
In this section, we describe the spatial and temporal locality using the quantitative model in [10] , and highlight the memory access patterns and data locality issues in MCBRT.
Spatial locality.
If at one point in time, a memory address X is being accessed, then it is likely that a nearby address Y , whose spatial locality distance K from X in the memory space (i.e., |X − Y | = K), is also being accessed concurrently. In the GPU architecture, multiple memory accesses can benefit from spatial locality by one transaction (i.e., coalesced transaction) if K ≤ Q, where Q is the size of consecutive memory addresses to be transferred in a single transaction. In NVIDIA Kepler, Q can be up to 128 bytes.
Temporal locality.
Suppose a memory address X is accessed by two memory requests XA and XB issued in different times tA and tB, respectively. We define the temporal locality distance T as the number of different memory addresses accessed between times tA and tB such that X is not accessed in this time duration. Given that XA has loaded X at time tA, temporal locality can be exploited if X is retained in the on-chip memory when XB is issued at time tB. In NVIDIA Kepler, a shared cache with a total number C of address entries is provided, and memory requests may benefit from temporal locality when T ≤ C. Illustration of the data locality issues in the common GPU-based MCBRT model, in which each thread is assigned to handle one primary ray r and all secondary rays generated from r. Due to the randomness of the rays, a group of threads may concurrently process incoherent rays (e.g., the solid secondary rays labeled with circles), which lead to random memory accesses.
In the above model, K and T are key measurements for evaluating the spatial and temporal data locality, respectively. Maintaining good data locality means to minimize the values of K and T for large numbers of memory requests [9] . Fig. 1 illustrates two ray tracing examples whose memory access patterns efficiently exploit the spatial or temporal locality. However, such regular patterns are difficult to attain in MCBRT due to the high randomness in the generated rays. In practical MCBRT applications, K and T are often very big, leading to several memory efficiency issues such as un-coalesced transactions (e.g., if K > 128 bytes) and cache thrashing (e.g., T > 3.84 × 10 5 , which is the maximum number of address entries in the L2 cache of NVIDIA's Kepler architecture based GPU).
We now consider the specific locality challenges in MCBRT. In a general scenario of particle transport simulation, beams of particles are traced within a volumetric scene to calculate their energy distributions. With MCBRT methods, a large number of rays are randomly sampled at the beam source (e.g., primary rays, the dotted lines in Fig. 2 ) or at the particle-medium interaction points (e.g., secondary rays, the dashed or solid lines in Fig. 2 ). In all known MCBRT implementations on GPU [2, 20, 13, 15, 18, 35] , a thread is assigned to process each primary ray r and all secondary rays generated at the interaction points of r. For each voxel traversed by r, the thread needs to read the local medium information (e.g., density) and accumulate the energy result by accessing (i.e., reading and writing) the corresponding memory address. As a result, the randomly distributed rays lead to incoherent execution and random memory access patterns for the concurrent GPU threads. Thus, performance benefits of spatial and temporal data locality are difficult to exploit.
We use the example in Fig. 2 to demonstrate the data locality problems in MCBRT. For the spatial locality measurement K, consider two threads processing rays A and B (labeled with circles in Fig. 2 ) simultaneously. The concurrent memory requests for addresses X and Y have a spatial distance K = |X − Y |, which can be too big to be coalesced into one transaction. Thus, the threads for A and B generate two memory transactions separately, to access X and Y . For the NVIDIA Kepler architecture, the threshold is 128 bytes. If K > 128 bytes, multiple memory transactions are needed. For temporal locality, we assume that two threads for rays C and D in Fig. 2 generate separate requests ZC and ZD to access the data in Z, respectively. Due to the roundrobin thread scheduling mechanism in GPU architecture, T different memory addresses could be accessed between ZC and ZD and none of them accesses Z. If T is larger than the size of the L2 cache on the GPU chip (e.g., 1536 KB in Kepler architecture), the data in Z loaded onto the cache by ZC will be replaced before the execution of ZD. Hence, ZD results in a cache miss and an off-chip memory transaction for Z, giving rise to the cache thrashing issue for GPU.
In general, for MCBRT in a 3D scene with N voxels along each dimension, the average values of both the spatial locality distance K and temporal locality distance T are within N 3 . In many applications, N is usually too big (e.g., N = 200) for memory accesses in MCBRT to attain good coalesced transactions and cache hits.
THE LE-MCBRT METHOD
We propose a new locality enhancing MCBRT method, called LE-MCBRT, to improve both spatial and temporal data locality on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. Our idea is to reduce the amount of data being accessed by concurrent threads, in order to decrease the average values of the spatial locality distance K and temporal locality distance T for the memory accesses involved. A set of schemes are employed in LE-MCBRT, including spatial partitioning, coherent ray grouping, grouped ray tracing scheduling, data transformation, and a CPU-GPU pipeline.
Approach Overview
A key observation on the MCBRT memory access patterns is that the spatial and temporal locality distances (i.e., K and T ) are closely related to the scene size S. Since the ray trajectories of MCBRT applications are randomly distributed in the entire 3D scene space, the average values of K and T during processing a group of incoherent threads 1 are mainly determined by S. In practice, S is generally much bigger than the coalesced transaction size Q or cache size C on GPU. For temporal locality, we would like to somehow reduce S to be smaller than C, so that all data can be retained in cache during the MCBRT processing. To reduce the locality distances, we partition the whole space of ray tracing into a set of regions, each of which can be entirely retained in GPU caches. We then organize the randomly generated rays into coherent groups such that each group of rays can be scheduled to traverse within one partitioned region. With such partitioning and scheduling methods, GPU threads processing the rays in each coherent group access only the data of one region that is retained in caches, thus substantially reducing the locality distances K and T for their memory accesses.
Specifically, given a 3D scene (e.g., a space volume of inhomogeneous density media represented by a uniform grid structure) stored in memory of size S, we partition the scene into a set of rectangular regions, each containing an amount S of data, with S ≤ C. Then all rays whose origins are spatially located inside a region R are put into a coherent group G (by a bucket sort method). When a ray r in G exits R, the traversal of r needs to be stopped to avoid accessing data outsides R (i.e, the set of size S ). This maintains the effective amount of data accessed by G and avoids the cache thrashing problem. The un-traversed trajectories of Figure 3 : A scene is partitioned into three regions and the rays traversing in each region are grouped into one coherent group (e.g., the solid rays in region R 0 ) to be processed concurrently.
rays r are regrouped with another group G corresponding to the next region R that r enters, in which data locality can be exploited together with other coherent rays of G in R . Fig. 3 gives an example of the spatial partitioning and ray grouping schemes in LE-MCBRT, where the scene space is partitioned into three regions with the corresponding coherent groups of rays.
There are two key factors to the efficiency of LE-MCBRT: maximizing the parallelism by packing more rays into each coherent group and minimizing the overhead in the ray grouping process, especially for the rays traversing multiple regions. Subject to the data size constraint of S ≤ C, both factors can be enhanced by reducing the number of partitioned regions (i.e., enlarging the spatial space of each region), which also reduces the average number of regions visited by a ray. Furthermore, if a ray r traverses from a region R0 to another region R1, ray regrouping is needed after processing the ray group G0 in R0, in order to add r to the group G1 for R1. Thus, there is an execution dependency between ray groups G0 and G1. We use a graph model to analyze this group dependency problem and develop a scheduling scheme to reduce the ray regrouping overhead.
Although our partitioning and scheduling schemes enhance temporal locality for memory reads, they introduce additional issues for concurrent memory writes, such as writing conflicts. In order to address such issues, we use a CPU-GPU pipeline based data transformation scheme, which enhances spatial locality and eliminates writing conflicts.
LE-MCBRT can considerably improve memory access efficiency. Given a uniform grid based 3D scene U with N voxels in each dimension, for a ray r traversing O(N ) voxels in U , O(N ) memory transactions could be generated without exploiting data locality. In LE-MCBRT, U is decomposed into a set of rectangular regions with M voxels in each dimension. Since the data in each region R visited by r is already retained in cache (e.g., by other rays in group G for R), all O(N ) memory requests of r could be fulfilled by cache hits without memory transactions. Every time r visits a new region R , two transactions are needed to regroup r into the corresponding ray group G , which leads to O(N/M ) transactions for r to traverse through U . Hence, LE-MCBRT can reduce the transactions by a factor of M .
Spatial Partitioning Scheme
Our spatial partitioning scheme subdivides a 3D scene space U into a set of disjoint rectangular regions, each containing an amount S of data. The data layout of the scene is then modified according to this partition such that the data of each region is stored consecutively in memory, which enhances the spatial locality for K ≤ S . By ensuring S ≤ C (C is the cache size of GPU), we can retain all data of a region R in GPU cache during the tracing of a ray group G in R. With T ≤ S , all memory accesses for processing rays in G can be fulfilled by cache hits (e.g., in L2 cache), instead of the expensive off-chip memory transactions.
In determining the specific partitioning parameters, we aim to maximize the spatial space of each region R so long as the memory size S of R is no bigger than the cache size C of the target GPU platform. This partition strategy is based on two facts: (1) the number of (random) coherent rays to be put into a group G is related to the spatial size of region R for G; (2) larger regions lead to a smaller number of regions in the partition, which reduces the number of rays to be regrouped upon their intersections with the region boundaries. In a uniform grid based 3D scene, the decomposed regions are typically of the same spatial size and shape, which is common for many MCBRT applications such as radiation dose calculation. Such regularity of the regions helps to attain the efficiency of our partitioning scheme.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the MCBRT ray tracing in general exhibits poor data locality due to the incoherency in concurrently tracing random rays (e.g., the solid secondary rays in Fig. 2 ). When the scene is subdivided into a set of small regions (e.g., in Fig. 3 ), the coherent rays traversing within each region could exploit temporal and spatial data locality. The next challenge then is to efficiently identify and group such coherent rays for each region, e.g., grouping together the solid rays for region R0 in Fig. 3 .
Coherent Ray Grouping
Given a region R whose data has been retained in GPU cache, it is essential to find and schedule as many coherent rays as possible to traverse in R to benefit from cache hits during accessing the memory addresses for R. To achieve this, for a set of stochastically distributed rays, we group them into coherent groups and associate each group with the region where the origins of the rays reside. There are two scenarios in which the coherent ray grouping scheme is needed: (1) when a ray r is newly generated, we need to store it into a coherent group G; (2) when r exits from region R and enters a neighboring region R , we need to regroup r from G to another group G for R .
Coherent ray grouping for newly generated rays is not difficult. It is common that all new rays are originated at the interaction points randomly generated along the trajectories of some existing rays (e.g., all secondary rays are generated at the interaction points on the primary rays, as shown in Fig. 2) . Hence, for a new ray r whose originating point p is located in a region R, we insert r into the coherent group G for R. For a large number of rays randomly generated in MCBRT, a location based bucket sort (in which the space of each region is a bucket) is conducted to build the coherent ray groups. For example, in Fig. 4 , all solid rays in region R0 are put into the same group G0 for R0 to be scheduled to run concurrently on GPU. Due to the homogeneousness of the partitioned regions in a volumetric scene (i.e., the regions form a uniform grid structure in the scene), such bucket sort based ray grouping is efficient to execute.
For a group G of rays traversing within a region R, the locality distances of their memory accesses are guaranteed such that K ≤ S and T ≤ S . The computation for the coherent rays in group G should not process their traversal to space outsides the region R. Otherwise, the working domain size (i.e., the number of memory locations) for G would Figure 4 : Upon crossing the boundary face F between regions R 0 and R 1 , rays A and B need to be regrouped from group G 0 to group G 1 . Specifically, when A and B cross the common boundary of R 0 and R 1 , they are removed from G 0 and stored into G 1 to maintain the data locality of both ray groups.
increase, resulting in memory efficiency issues such as cache thrashing. To avoid this problem, we need to regroup the rays when they exit a region. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , when rays A and B traverse from a region R0 to a neighboring region R1 by crossing a shared boundary face F at points pA and pB, to avoid loading data outsides R0, we stop the processing of A and B in group G0 and add them to the coherent group G1 for R1. The ray tracing task for the remaining trajectories of A and B from pA and pB is then migrated to G1, and will exploit data locality with the other coherent rays (the dashed rays) in region R1.
This regrouping mechanism introduces the main overhead to LE-MCBRT. Each time when ray r traverses from region R to region R , we need to write r to the group G for R and read it again when G is scheduled to be processed (see the store and load operations in Fig. 4) . In a 3D scene with N voxels in each dimension, suppose every region R contains M voxels in each dimension. Then a ray r may cross O(N/M ) region boundaries, which could induce significant overhead if N/M is big. To alleviate such overhead, we have developed several techniques, which are discussed in the following subsections.
Scheduling of Grouped Ray Tracing
With the above ray regrouping mechanism, execution dependency exists between any two coherent ray groups G and G if a ray in G traverses from a region R to a neighboring region R and thus is regrouped to the ray group G of R . We design a scheduling scheme to process all ray groups while minimizing the number of regrouping operations. If a ray r is to be regrouped from G to G , the processing of G should not start until the ray tracing for G is finished. Given a set of partitioned regions and their associated ray groups, we introduce a graph model to capture the group dependency relations, and design a scheduling scheme based on this model to efficiently process all rays.
Our graph model for capturing the dependency in processing coherent ray groups is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Let a directed graph H model the partition of a 3D scene U ; each node in H represents a group of rays to be traversed in a region, and each directed edge (either solid or dashed, whose difference will be explained later) stands for the rays to be regrouped from one group to a neighboring group in the partition. (Note that H is directed but in general is not acyclic.) Scheduling the execution of the ray groups (including both ray tracing within each region R and ray regrouping at the boundary of R) hence corresponds to finding a sequence for visiting every node and every edge, while making as few visits to each node and edge as possible.
Suppose along each dimension of the 3D scene U , the voxels are labeled as 1, 2, . . . , N . We partition the x-axis of U into N/M region intervals Lxi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N/M , such that each region interval Lxi covers the voxel positions along the x-axis consecutively between (i − 1) * M + 1 and i * M . Region interval Lyi on the y-axis of U and Lzi on the z-axis are defined similarly. Then each region in our partition can be viewed as defined by three intervals Lxi, Lyj, and Lz k on the three axes of U and labeled as R(i, j, k). Correspondingly, the ray group for the region R(i, j, k) is denoted by G(i, j, k) and the node of H for this group is v(i, j, k). Note that each directed edge in H must have one of the following forms:
, and (v(i, j, k), v(i, j, k − 1)). We call all edges of the form (v(i, j, k), v(i + 1, j, k)), (v(i, j, k), v(i, j + 1, k)), or (v(i, j, k), v(i, j, k+1)) the forward edges (e.g., the solid edges in Fig. 5) , and all other edges of H the backward edges (e.g., the dashed edges in Fig. 5) 2 . We first assume that all rays to be traced have already been grouped (into the nodes of H). Our schedule for tracing these rays consists of eight phases, two phases for each of the four diagonals of U . We show only the two phases for the main diagonal D(V, V ) of U defined by the two nodes V = v(1, 1, 1) and V = v(N/M, N/M, N/M ) (those for the other three diagonals of U are similar). The two phases for the diagonal D(V, V ) are called the forward phase and backward phase. In the forward phase, we start the processing at the node V , and proceed iteratively following only the forward edges in H, until reaching node V . Intuitively, the order in which the nodes are visited (i.e., the coherent ray groups are processed) is guided by sweeping a plane P through the 3D scene U such that P is always orthogonal to the diagonal D(V, V ). The forward phase has 1 + 3(N/M − 1) iterations. In iteration i, i = 1, 2, . . . , 1 + 3(N/M − 1), the sweeping plane P intersects all nodes of H whose shortest distances from V (i.e., the minimum numbers of directed edges from V ) are exactly i − 1. All such nodes for iteration i can be processed in any order, one node (i.e., its ray group) per GPU at a time, while the nodes for iteration j are processed after those for iteration i if j > i.
Though it may seem that all nodes have been visited after the forward phase of one diagonal direction, there can still be rays in the reverse diagonal direction which have not been processed for ray tracing. We handle these rays in the backward phase. That is, we reverse the direction of the sweeping, going from V to V following only the backward edges, and perform 1 + 3(N/M − 1) iterations in a similar fashion. With these two phases, each node of H is processed exactly twice and each edge is visited once. There are three other diagonal directions which are processed similarly in six additional phases.
In our eight-phase schedule above, it was assumed that all rays to be traced are already given. But, new rays can be randomly generated during the ray tracing process, in order to account for the cases of backscattered rays (e.g., the reflection rays in light transport). Thus, in general, our schedule proceeds in rounds, each round consisting of eight phases as above. When new rays are generated during processing a node v of H in one round (by ray group Gv), we put the new rays into a new group G v for v, to be processed in the next round. In the MCBRT scenario, if new rays are generated in one round (e.g., secondary rays are generated by tracing primary rays), then new ray groups are created and another round is scheduled for such new rays.
Note that all nodes involved in each iteration are independent of one another (i.e., no edge in H connecting any two). Thus, we can process these nodes (i.e., their ray groups) simultaneously or in any order among them; we then process in parallel all their out-going edges (i.e., their ray regrouping to neighboring nodes, such as those forward edges crossed by a dotted line segment in Fig. 5 ). At the end of each iteration, all nodes for the next iteration are ready for processing. The above scheduling scheme presents more parallel opportunities for using multiple GPUs, making LE-MCBRT a scalable method on heterogeneous systems with multiple GPUs. Because the number of independent nodes is quite small at the start and end of each phase, a multi-GPU system could suffer from the limited parallelism at such steps. To alleviate this issue, we exploit the finegrained parallelism opportunity within a single node. Our method partitions a node into a set of smaller independent blocks and processes them simultaneously on different GPUs. The details of this fine-grained method are discussed in Section 6.1.
CPU-GPU Pipeline Design for Resolving Writing Conflicts
For the ray tracing of a coherent group in a partitioned region, memory read operations can benefit considerably from the enhanced temporal locality in LE-MCBRT due to the improvement in the cache hit ratio. But, concurrent memory write operations during coherent ray tracing may cause writing conflicts when two threads attempt to write to the same memory location simultaneously, which is common in radiation dose calculation.
A writing operation in the MCBRT memory accesses can be expressed as: result[address]+={"value"}, where a value is accumulated (i.e., added) to the entry at address (i.e., result[address] ). Conflicts occur when multiple values are added to the same address concurrently. In LE-MCBRT, there are two scenarios when such writing conflicts may occur: (i) in the process of ray grouping or regrouping, multiple rays can be stored into the same coherent group concurrently; (ii) in depositing the ray tracing results (e.g., dose values in dose calculation) for the ray-traced voxels, two or more rays may simultaneously write to the same voxel. Current GPU architecture can correctly resolve writing conflicts by atomic operations. However, atomic writing operations result in serial execution of parallel threads, which can significantly lower the performance.
To reduce the impact of writing conflicts on the performance, we divide the writing operations of MCBRT into two separate steps: (1) parallel-write running on GPU, and (2) sequential-write running on CPU. We then operate the CPU and GPU in a pipelined fashion to overlap these two steps. The details are discussed below.
We allocate a buffer space on GPU, referred to as G buffer, and also allocate a similar buffer space on CPU, referred to as C buffer. On GPU, the step of parallel-write carries out the operation shown below, which leads to fully-coalesced and conflict-free transactions.
parallel-write:
G buffer[thread id]={"address", "value"};
After executing parallel-write on GPU, the data in G buffer is transferred to C buffer on CPU. Then, the step of sequentialwrite is performed on CPU to accumulate the buffered data (i.e., values) to the result volume. Specifically, we store the value of each buffer entry x into the result volume according to the address of x, as shown below: By letting GPU carry out the parallel-write steps and CPU carry out the sequential-write steps, we can effectively exploit the capability of each processor. However, this introduces an additional memory transfer between GPU and CPU. Furthermore, since the amount of information (i.e., addresses and values) generated in MCBRT can be huge, it is difficult to allocate a large enough G buffer to store all such information.
To tackle the challenges induced by our two-step writing approach, we adopt a dual-buffer mechanism, which is a common technique in the rasterization frameworks [1] . The dual-buffer mechanism in LE-MCBRT creates multiple small buffers in the GPU and CPU memory, and alternately uses different buffers to store and accumulate data (i.e., performing parallel-write and sequential-write). Specifically, we create two copies of G buffer and C buffer, referred to as G b1 and G b2 for G buffer and C b1 and C b2 for C buffer. The buffer sizes are fixed such that each GPU thread has a limited number of entries in each G buffer (e.g., 100). During execution, parallel-write and sequential-write are simultaneously operating on different copies of the buffers. For example, suppose a group of ray tracing threads W is performing parallel-write in G b1. When G b1 is full, W continues to execute parallel-write in G b2, while the data in G b1 is transferred to C b1 so CPU can perform sequential-write with C b1. When G b2 is full, G b1 should have finished the data transfer and be ready for accesses from W . Fig. 6 illustrates the CPU-GPU pipeline scheme. The following three steps are executed in a pipelined fashion: (a) coalesced and conflict-free writing on GPU; (b) GPU-CPU data transfer using the direct memory access (DMA) mode of the PCI-E bus; (c) random sequential writing on Figure 6 : Our data transformation scheme using CPU-GPU pipeline. The random memory writing patterns are moved to CPU, leaving GPU with efficient regular writing operations.
CPU. With the CPU-GPU pipeline, the random memory writing patterns are migrated from the high-latency GPU memory to the low-latency CPU memory. To ensure the efficiency of our pipeline scheme, steps (b) and (c) need to be executed in a speed no slower than step (a), which increases the performance demands for PCI-E bus and CPU processors. The dual-buffer scheme described above allows smaller buffers (G b1 and G b2) to be used, and thus the memory bandwidth demand for PCI-E bus is modest [1] . In our experimental evaluation of LE-MCBRT, the PCI-E bandwidth (up to 16GB/s [6] ) is proved to be sufficient for the required data transferring speed between CPU and GPU (4.3GB/s on average), while the CPU processing is also fast enough by using multi-threading techniques. In our implementation, we detect potential conflicts pre-compilation: for any write needed to be implemented as "atomic" operation, we rewrite the code and apply our dual-buffer technique.
EVALUATION
To evaluate LE-MCBRT on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems, we apply this method to the Monte Carlo Convolution Superposition (MCCS) dose calculation approach [29, 38] for radiation therapy. In this section, we first briefly introduce the MCCS dose calculation method and our CPU-GPU platform. We then show the performance evaluation of using LE-MCBRT in a GPU-based MCCS implementation [38] , obtaining a speedup of 6-8X. Key parameters and schemes in LE-MCBRT are also quantitatively analyzed to examine their impacts on the overall speedup results.
MCCS Background
MCCS dose calculation is a hybrid approach combining the strengths of the stochastic and deterministic dose calculation methods. First, a stochastic MC method [18] is used to transport a large number (on the order of millions) of randomly generated particles from a radiation beam source (e.g., a linear accelerator) through the patient volume. The locations of particle-medium interactions (and the amount of transferred energy) are randomly sampled. Second, the deterministic convolution superposition (CS) method [14] is used to spread energy around the interaction points. The speed advantage of MCCS over the MC methods and its accuracy advantage over the CS methods make it a good candidate for constructing a routine dose calculation tool for clinical radiation treatment planning.
Computationally, the MCCS method consists of three steps: (1) randomly sample and transport a particle P (called a pri-mary ray) from the beam source to the patient body surface through a radiation beam-shaping device called multileaf collimator (MLC); (2) from the patient body surface, transport P until an interaction point L is randomly generated on the trajectory of P , and determine the energy deposited at L; (3) spread the energy of L to its surrounding area using multiple rays randomly generated from L (called secondary rays). Energy is deposited to each voxel along these rays based on a pre-calculated dose-spreading array. P continues along its trajectory and the processing of P also continues as above. Processing a particle by these three steps is called a history, where steps (1)- (2) correspond to the primary ray tracing and step (3) corresponds to the secondary ray tracing, as shown in Fig. 2 . The cross-section of the MLC determines the shape of a radiation beam.
Evaluation Setup
In our evaluation, we use two sets of water phantoms (Ph1 and Ph2) and six sets of clinical CT images for various cancer cases (media), including lung (L1 and L2), headand-neck (H1 and H2), and breast (B1 and B2). To show the effectiveness of LE-MCBRT in accelerating the MCCS dose calculation for each case, we configure the geometric structures of these phantoms and CT images such that each of them uses two different spatial settings (i.e., different uniform grids) to represent its scene. The configuration details of our evaluation cases are shown in Table 1 .
The MCCS program that we use for comparison is based on the GPU implementation in [38] , which is the best known GPU implementation of the MCCS approach. We further add to this implementation several techniques for accelerating GPU-based MC dose calculation, including particle separating [15] , divergence control [18] , and data duplication for eliminating writing conflicts [17] . To ensure a fair comparison, we extend this GPU-based MCCS implementation to the CPU-GPU system by concurrently executing ray tracing threads on both the CPU and GPU processors. We take this CPU-GPU implementation as the "base version" and refer to it as base-MCCS.
Our experiments are conducted on a CPU-GPU heterogeneous system consisting of an NVIDIA Titan GPU processor (Kepler architecture, 2688 cores, 0.8GHz core frequency, L2 cache of 1536KB) and an AMD Phenom II quad-core CPU processor (2.8GHz frequency). All experiments are developed using CUDA v5.5 under Windows 7 and the Visual Studio 2012 environment. Performance metrics such as the L2 cache hit ratios and transactions per request are obtained by the NVIDIA Visual Profile tool in CUDA toolkit. Fig. 7 show that the processing time of a single beam is reduced from 1.5-3 seconds to 0.2-0.4 seconds, which yields speedup factors between 6-8X for LE-MCCS over base-MCCS. Note that a typical treatment planning procedure can involve hundreds of planning iterations, each commonly computes for thousands of beams. The 6-8X speedup factors obtained in our approach can accelerate such procedure by several hours, which is significant to the modern clinical radiotherapy.
Overall Speedup
We further evaluate the accuracy of the dose calculation results computed by both implementations. The results indicate that our modifications to the MCBRT method have no impact on the accuracy of the MCCS dose calculation. This is expected since our changes do not affect the distributions of the random rays but merely modify the method for processing the rays.
It is interesting to note that both the L1 and L2 cases have the lowest speedup in their respective groups, even though the configuration parameters for each group are the same. This behavior can be attributed to the fact that the media in the lung cases have lower average density than other cases. A ray with certain energy propagates far in low density areas, resulting in a longer ray trajectory and more traversed regions than in high density areas. Hence, in low density areas, more ray regrouping operations are needed, which reduce the speedup factors. Another pattern in Fig. 7 is that the speedup for the cases with smaller scene sizes is bigger than that for the cases with larger sizes (e.g., 7.55X for Ph1 but 6.6X for Ph2, in Fig. 7 ). This pattern is due to the less ray regrouping overhead incurred by the cases with smaller scene sizes, since they have less partitioned regions.
Performance Analysis of Key Parameters and Schemes
There are three key parameters to the performance of LE-MCBRT: the partitioned region size M , coalesced transaction size Q, and L2 cache size C. Since Q and C are fixed in a GPU (e.g., Q = 128B and C = 1536KB in NVIDIA Titan), the region size M is the most important parameter. Subject to the constraint of M 3 ≤ C, the value of M determines the execution efficiency of the schemes in LE-MCBRT, such as ray grouping, coherent ray tracing, and data transformation. For a given case and a CPU-GPU platform, a good choice of M can yield significant speedup, while an inappropriate configuration of M often leads to performance issues. For example, if M is too large, GPU may suffer from workload imbalance across different regions, where the numbers of rays in each region could be significantly different.
To evaluate the performance impact of the region sizes, we select two cases (B1 and B2) and test them on various partition settings. Fig. 8 shows the impacts of different region sizes on the speedup factors. Starting at a smallsize partition (e.g., M = 2), with the increase of the region size, the speedup becomes higher (due to the reduction of the ray regrouping overhead), until the regions are too large to allow any temporal data locality benefit (e.g., when M > 50, as shown in Fig. 8 ). Nevertheless, even without the help of temporal locality, LE-MCBRT can still gain speedup of 3-4X because of the improvement in spatial locality for efficient writing using the CPU-GPU pipeline based data transformation scheme (e.g., the results for the range of the M values between 64 and 256 in Fig. 8) .
We further examine two performance metrics, transactions per request and cache hit ratios, to analyze the spatial and temporal locality, respectively. Note that when the region size is equal to the scene dimension (e.g., M = 200 in B1 and M = 256 in B2), there is only one region for the entire scene, yielding the same data locality in LE-MCBRT as in the base-MCCS implementation. The cache hit ratios (reflecting temporal locality) for different region sizes are presented in Fig. 9 . Two GPU processors with different L2 cache sizes are compared (i.e., 256KB in NVIDIA 650m and 1536KB in NVIDIA Titan). For both platforms, the L2 cache hit ratios drop drastically when the region sizes become larger than the L2 cache size. For the 650m GPU (with a small L2 cache), the drastic drop of its L2 cache hit ratio occurs at a smaller region size (e.g., M = 20), which indicates the loss of temporal locality and the effect of cache thrashing problem. On the Titan GPU (with a larger L2 cache), temporal locality can be better maintained (e.g., until M > 50, as shown in Fig. 9 ). Fig. 10 plots transactions per request (reflecting spatial locality) for different region sizes. Clearly, spatial locality holds well for small regions (see the left portions of the curves in Fig. 10 ), yielding more coalesced transactions (i.e., less transactions per request).
Smaller region sizes, however, lead to more ray regrouping operations, and hence limit the performance of LE-MCBRT. Fig. 11 compares the ray regrouping overhead on different region sizes, measured by the average numbers of traversed regions of the rays. For each region traversed by a ray, we need to perform a number of memory accesses for regrouping the rays. Since each ray is regrouped only once for each traversed region, the ray regrouping operations cannot benefit from temporal locality. Thus, with small region sizes such as M < 10, the large amounts of ray regrouping operations lead to reduction in both the cache hit ratios and speedup factors, though with more coalesced transactions (see the left portions of the curves in Fig. 8 to Fig. 11 ).
Comparison of Performance on CPU-GPU and GPU-only Systems
The CPU-GPU pipeline scheme is important to the performance of LE-MCBRT. It accelerates the data transformation scheme used in the result depositing, ray grouping, and Figure 12 : Writing conflict overhead (ratios of atomic writing conflicts in all write operations) of using LE-MCBRT only on GPU (i.e., without the CPU-GPU pipeline based data transformation). Figure 13 : Comparison of speedups for LE-MCBRT using only GPU or using both CPU and GPU processors. The CPU-GPU version (i.e., LE-MCCS) is about 4-5X faster than the GPU-only version (i.e., LE-MCCS-GPU).
ray regrouping processes. Without the CPU-GPU pipeline based data transformation scheme, LE-MCBRT would suffer significantly from writing conflict issues. Fig. 12 illustrates the percentage of atomic writing conflicts over the total write operations as a function of the partitioned region sizes, for using GPU alone. One can see that atomic writing conflicts are a significant portion of all write operations for the more desirable partitioned region sizes (e.g., M ∈ [16, 64]). Fig. 13 compares the speedups over base-MCCS when using LE-MCBRT on a CPU-GPU based system and on a GPU-only system. For the GPU-only scenario, without the CPU-GPU pipeline to support efficient memory writing and execution time overlapping, LE-MCCS-GPU only achieves around 1.5X speedup, which is 4-5X lower than what LE-MCCS can achieve. The readers might be surprised to find that base-MCCS-GPU is only slightly slower (around 10%) than base-MCCS which uses both CPU and GPU to execute MCCS. Note that base-MCCS simply executes the ray tracing task of MCCS on CPU in parallel with GPU. Since the CPU processor is not that powerful in terms of GFLOPS (e.g., over 20X less than GPU [19] ), base-MCCS only achieves 1.1X speedup over base-MCCS-GPU.
In summary, the results and analyses in this section show that LE-MCBRT gains larger speedup on GPUs with bigger L2 caches. For a given CPU-GPU system, we should try to maximize the region size M , as long as it satisfies the M 3 ≤ C constraint by the L2 cache size C, in order to gain more temporal locality and reduce the ray regrouping overhead. To further enhance the memory writing efficiency, we should use the CPU-GPU pipeline scheme to eliminate atomic operations and overlap the execution of data transformation on different hardware components.
DISCUSSION
This section discusses the extension of LE-MCBRT to multi-GPU systems and other particle transport applications, including radiation dose calculation, neutron transport simulation, and graphics rendering.
Parallel Execution on Multi-GPU Systems
Our scheduling scheme demonstrated in Section 4.4 provides opportunities to scale LE-MCBRT to match the heterogeneous systems with multiple GPUs. Such a system generally consists of a CPU as host and multiple GPUs as devices. As shown in Figure 5 , in each iteration of a scheduling phase, we have a number of independent nodes to be processed simultaneously on different GPUs. However, this parallelism is limited by the number of such nodes, especially at the start and end steps of a phase. Specifically, for an iteration with X independent nodes running in a system with Y GPUs, parallelism is limited if X < Y . In the example shown in Figure 5 , there is only one node (X = 1) to be processed in the first (node V ) and last (node V ) iteration of the forward scheduling phase.
We further exploit the fine-grained parallelism opportunities within a single node such that the processing task of a node can be split and simultaneously executed in multiple GPUs. We can use two approaches for different scenarios, as shown in the following.
(1) Splitting the ray group:
Assume that each GPU has a capability of simultaneously processing z rays, given a node containing a total of Z rays such that Z > z × Y . We can simply split those Z rays into Y subgroups and use each GPU to process one subgroup. Since each GPU could keep a copy of the node's data, this ray splitting approach is quite straightforward and efficient to execute in the multi-GPU systems.
(2) Partitioning the domain space:
In the case of Z < z×Y , however, the ray splitting method cannot create enough rays for each GPU to process, which wastes the resources of the multi-GPU system. To solve this problem, we can partition the space of a single node into a set of rectangular blocks, and use each GPU to process the ray tracing operations inside one block.
In order for this method to work, we need to remove the dependence relationships when processing different blocks. For a node A whose domain space is partitioned into a set of blocks Bis, we assign each block Bi to GPU Yi, respectively. Each GPU Yi will compute the trajectories of all rays in A, but only perform the actual ray tracing operations for the portion of ray paths inside its assigned block Bi, respectively. For example, in radiation dose calculation, Yi only computes and deposits the dose results for the rays traversing in block Bi. Therefore, the processing of each block is independent from the others, and can be simultaneously executed on multiple GPUs.
By these fine-grained partitioning methods, the processing task of a single node can be divided and assigned to different GPUs, which alleviates the parallelism limitation at the start and end iterations of a scheduling phase.
Extension for Other Applications
Besides the MCCS approach considered in Section 5, there are many other MC based dose calculation approaches in radiation therapy. Since the patient treatment space is commonly represented as a uniform grid in dose calculation ap-plications, LE-MCBRT can be directly applied to known MC based dose calculation implementations, such as GPUMCD [13] , gDPM [15] , and GMC [18] . Other than stochastic MC dose calculation methods, some deterministic approaches (e.g., collapsed cone convolution superposition [14] and pencilbeam [8] ) also use ray tracing algorithms to calculate the energy propagation for massive numbers of particles. LE-MCBRT can also help accelerate these approaches. On the other hand, the deterministic methods deal with less randomness in the ray distributions, and certain degrees of ray coherency could be utilized without applying LE-MCBRT. Thus, LE-MCBRT techniques may be less beneficial to deterministic dose calculation methods.
In MCBRT neutron transport simulation, the memory access patterns are similar to those in MC dose calculation, i.e., information of a scene such as density is read and the neutron energy is stored along the trajectories of random rays in the scene. But, the spatial scene structure differs significantly between neutron transport simulation and MC dose calculation. To accurately represent the geometric scenes (e.g., reactor shields), the spatial structures used in neutron transport simulation are typically a set of inhomogeneous triangles (i.e., triangle mesh) instead of uniform grids [12] . Each triangle contains some material information, and the energy results are accumulated to the triangles along the neutron trajectories. Due to the non-uniform distributions of the triangles, partitioning the scene space into regions containing the same amount of data can lead to different region sizes and shapes. The regular pattern of neighboring regions (i.e., the uniform grid graph structure for all nodes and edges in our graph model such as that in Fig. 5 ) may not be common in neutron transport scenarios. Hence, more sophisticated scheduling schemes are needed to process coherent ray tracing and reduce the ray regrouping operations, say, based on a more general graph model to capture the neighboring relations among non-uniform regions. This can allow efficient implementations of LE-MCBRT for neutron transport simulation.
Some memory access patterns of graphic rendering are different from MC dose calculation and neutron transport simulation in that no result needs to be stored along the ray trajectories. Thus, our spatial locality enhancement techniques, such as the data transformation scheme for efficient memory writing, need not be applied to graphics rendering. Still, LE-MCBRT can accelerate graphics ray tracing by enhancing temporal locality with coherent ray tracing. Since the geometric scenes in graphics rendering are typically decomposed into regions with hierarchical structures (e.g., kd-tree [26] ), we can adopt such regions in LE-MCBRT. However, it is not easy to attain efficiency in exploiting the neighboring region relations of a hierarchical structure on GPU. To solve this problem, a new structure, called Shell [33] , was recently developed to efficiently capture and organize the neighboring region relations in hierarchically partitioned scenes. We believe the Shell structure could be utilized by LE-MCBRT to accelerate graphics ray tracing in static scenarios. But, for dynamic scenes where objects are constantly moving or deforming, we need to develop real-time methods to update the region shapes and neighboring relations based on object movement and deformation. Several data structures (e.g., BVH [23] ) are often used to support efficient structural adjustment in dynamic scenes. Yet, how to combine these structures with LE-MCBRT is an interesting open problem.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new approach, called LE-MCBRT, for efficiently implementing MCBRT on CPU-GPU heterogeneous systems. LE-MCBRT enhances both spatial and temporal data locality by organizing random rays into coherent groups using a set of task partitioning and scheduling schemes. We evaluated LE-MCBRT by applying it to the MCCS dose calculation approach in radiation therapy, obtaining considerable performance improvement over the best-known GPU solutions for MCCS. LE-MCBRT can be applied to other applications involving particle transport simulations.
